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Abstract
The analysis of spontaneous gauge symmetry breaking of N = 1 supersymmetric SU(Nc) Yang-Mills
theory with matter is performed. The supersymmetric Rξ-gauge is used and its non-local effects
investigated. Superpropagators and vertices are computed, and it is shown that the non-local terms
introduced by the Rξ-gauge-fixing are well-behaved in general gauge at one-loop. It is argued that
this feature generalizes to multiple loops.
1 Introduction
Although the extension of the Rξ-gauge to supersymmetric gauge theories has been studied previously
[1, 2, 3, 4] confusion still remains about the results. Ovrut and Wess [1] extended the Rξ-gauge to
spontaneously broken SU(Nc) super Yang-Mills with matter and computed the superpropagators. They
did not however calculate the vertices nor did they stress the non-local behavior of these gauges. Later
Marcus, Sagnotti and Siegel [2] and Siegel [3] used equivalent gauge-fixing terms in the context of ten-
dimensional Yang-Mills theory and four-dimensional N = 1 superspace Gervais-Neveu gauge respectively.
Recently Goldhaber, Rebhan, van Nieuwenhuizen and Wimmer [4] discussed the supersymmetric extension
of the Rξ-gauge and pointed out that non-local terms appear in the action. They concluded that one might
not be able to construct a local Rξ-gauge theory in the superFeynman gauge due to the presence of non-
local terms.
This paper re-introduces the Rξ-gauge for supersymmetric Yang-Mills with matter and shows that the
theory is well-defined at one-loop in general gauge. The effectiveness of supersymmetric Rξ-gauge relies
on the projection operator for chiral fields [1] which however introduces non-local terms in the gauge-
fixing term as described in [4]. These non-local terms show up in two different parts of the action, in the
gauge-fixing action and the ghost action. Most of these terms become gauge-dependent mass terms for
quark and ghost superfields while non-zero vacuum expectation values give vector superfield mass term.
This is analogous to usual Rξ-gauge [5] and Higgs mechanism [6, 7, 8] in non-supersymmetric theories.
The non-local terms left are all of the same form and correspond to vertices between one quark superfield
and two ghost superfields. To one-loop, non-local contributions to the effective action are well-defined,
the non-renormalization theorem of supersymmetric theories forcing several non-local diagrams to give
a zero contribution. Remaining contributions are mostly finite, the most divergent diagrams are only
logarithmically divergent and do not require additional counterterms.
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The massive vector superfields encountered in these theories are interesting on their own. Indeed,
supersymmetry (SUSY) could be the theory beyond the standard model of particles and it is not excluded
that electroweak symmetry breaking happens at energy scales higher than SUSY breaking. In this scenario
massive vector superfields would be generated, which signals SUSY as the theory beyond the standard
model.
The paper is constructed as follows. In section 2 the Rξ-gauge is introduced for SU(Nc) super Yang-
Mills theory with fundamental matter and the superpropagators and vertices in general gauge are com-
puted. In section 3 non-local contributions to the effective action at one-loop are computed from super-
Feynman diagrams. The effects of these non-local terms are discussed and it is argued that higher-order
corrections should have the same form. Notation conventions follow [1] and are gathered in appendix A
with other useful identities. The computation of the ghost action is left for appendix B. Finally appendix
C lists the propagators and vertices in the GRS formalism [9].
2 SU(Nc) supersymmetric QCD with matter
The starting point is SU(Nc) supersymmetric QCD with Nf flavors of quarks Qin in a given representation
R (in general complex, reducible) of the gauge group (i, j = 1, . . . , Nf are flavor indices and n,m =
1, . . . , dim R are gauge group index). The gauge group representation R carried by the quarks is chosen
such that anomalies cancel. The SUSY Yang-Mills action is given by
Sinv =
1
16g2C2(A)
Tr
(∫
d6z WαWα + h.c.
)
+
∫
d8z Qie
VQi. (2.1)
The quarks Qin(z) are chiral superfields and the gauge bosons Vnm(z) = V
a(z)T anm are vector superfields.
Here a, b = 1, . . . , N2c − 1 are indices in the adjoint representation A of the gauge group and T
a
nm are the
generators of the gauge group in the representation R. The generators of the vector superfield action are
in the adjoint representation where T (A) = C2(A) (see appendix A) and the normalization is chosen such
that the rescaling V → 2gV leads to the canonical normalization. For simplicity the superpotential is
set to zero. This avoids further complications due to additional propagators between (anti-)chiral quark
superfields. From the super field strength Wα = −
1
4
D¯2(e−VDαe
V ) the vector superfield action can be
rewritten in a more convenient way as an integral over full superspace
SV =
1
16g2C2(A)
Tr
(∫
d6z WαWα + h.c.
)
= −
1
64g2C2(A)
Tr
(∫
d6z
(
−
D¯2
4
)(
D¯2(e−VDαeV )(e−VDαe
V )
)
+ h.c.
)
(2.2)
= −
1
64g2C2(A)
Tr
(∫
d8z D¯2(e−VDαeV )(e−VDαe
V ) + h.c.
)
.
An interesting phenomenon is the SUSY analog [1] of the Higgs mechanism [6, 7, 8] where quarks have
non-zero vacuum expectation values. These theories, which have massive vector superfields, could be
relevant if e.g. electroweak symmetry breaking happens at higher energy scales than SUSY breaking.
With that in mind, the quark vacuum expectation values are chosen such that they do not break SUSY
nor Poincare´ invariance. The simplest choice is
Qin(z) = qin +Φin(z) (2.3)
where qin are constrained by the auxiliary field equations of motion. The phenomenon giving rise to
non-zero quark expectation values is not of interest here. Expanding the action leads to
Sinv = −
1
64g2C2(A)
Tr
(∫
d8z D¯2(e−VDαeV )(e−VDαe
V ) + h.c.
)
+
∫
d8z (qi +Φi)e
V (qi +Φi). (2.4)
In order to cancel quark superfield/vector superfield cross-terms, one introduces the chiral gauge-fixing
term
F a = D¯2V a + 32g2ξ
(
D¯2
16∂2
)
ΦiT
aqi (2.5)
1
which is, as component notation shows, the SUSY analog of the non-SUSY Rξ-gauge. F
a is chosen
chiral since gauge transformations have a chiral parameter Λa. This choice of gauge-fixing term takes
advantage of the chiral field projection operator P2 =
D¯2D2
16∂2 with P2Φ(z) = Φ(z). However, as shown
by the second term of equation (2.5), it forces the introduction of non-local terms in the action which
can spoil the consistency of the theory in these gauges. This non-locality will be studied more carefully
in the following section. The generating functional is gauge-fixed following the general procedure of the
functional determinant
∆(V ) =
∫
DΛDΛ δ[F (V Λ,Λ)− f ]δ[F (V Λ,Λ)− f ]. (2.6)
Averaging over f and f with a Gaussian weight factor results in the SU(Nc) superQCD generating
functional
Z =
1
N
∫
DfDfDVDΦDΦDΦ˜DΦ˜ exp
(
−
i
32g2ξ
∫
d8z f
a
fa
)
∆−1(V )∆(V )eiSinv
=
∫
DVDΦDΦDΦ˜DΦ˜DcDcDc′Dc′ eiSinv+iSGF+iSFP (2.7)
where the gauge-fixing action (coming from the Gaussian weight factor and the functional determinant)
and the ghost action (coming from the inverse of the functional determinant) are (see appendix B)
SGF =
∫
d8z
(
−
1
64g2ξC2(A)
TrV {D2, D¯2}V − qiV Φi − ΦiV qi − 2g
2ξ(qiT
aΦi)
1
∂2
(ΦiT
aqi)
)
(2.8)
SFP =
∫
d8z
(
1
C2(A)
Tr
[
(c′ + c′)(LV/2[(c+ c) + coth(LV/2)(c− c)])
]
(2.9)
−2g2ξ
[
(qi +Φi)c
(
1
∂2
c′
)
qi + qi
(
1
∂2
c′
)
c(qi +Φi)
])
.
The gauge-fixing action generates the terms needed to cancel the quark superfield/vector superfield cross-
terms. However, in both the gauge-fixing and ghost actions, the gauge-fixing term also leads to non-local
terms as stated above. Most of the non-local terms consist of only two fields (two quark or two ghost
superfields) and will therefore modify the propagators, in this case by generating mass terms. The non-
local terms consisting of more than two fields are at first sight problematic. Only two vertices are of this
kind, corresponding to interactions between one quark superfield and two ghost superfields. Their effects
will be investigated in the next section, after the propagators and vertices are obtained.
The free and interacting parts of the actions are easily found by expansion. For the vector superfield,
the free action can be simplified using projection operators (see appendix A)
S0V =
∫
d8z
(
V a
[
1
64g2
(
DαD¯2Dα + D¯α˙D
2D¯α˙ −
1
ξ
{D2, D¯2}
)
δab +
M2ab
4g2
]
V b + qiV qi
)
=
1
2
∫
d8z
(
V a
[
−
1
2g2
(
PT +
1
ξ
P0 −
M2
∂2
)ab
∂2
]
V b
)
+
∫
d8z qiV qi (2.10)
which gives the propagator
〈0|T {V a(z1)V
b(z2)}|0〉 = −2ig
2
[(
1
∂21 −M
2
)ab
PT + ξ
(
1
∂21 − ξM
2
)ab
P0
]
δ12. (2.11)
The quark superfield free action is simply
S0Φ =
∫
d8z
(
ΦiΦi − 2g
2ξ(qiT
aΦi)
1
∂2
(ΦiT
aqi)
)
=
1
2
∫
d8z
(
Φin
[
δijδnm − ξ
M2in,jm
∂2
]
Φjm +Φin
[
δijδnm − ξ
M2jm,in
∂2
]
Φjm
)
(2.12)
2
and the free propagator becomes (notice that since the superpotential is zero no free propogators between
Φ and Φ or between Φ and Φ appear)
〈0|T {Φin(z1)Φjm(z2)}|0〉 = i
(
∂21
∂21 − ξM
2
)
in,jm
P2δ12 = i
[
δijδnm + ξM
2ab
in,jm
(
1
∂21 − ξM
2
)ab]
P2δ12.
(2.13)
Finally the ghost superfield free action is
S0g =
∫
d8z
(
1
k
Tr [c′c− c′c]− 2g2ξ
[
qi
(
1
∂2
c
)
c′qi + qic
′
(
1
∂2
c
)
qi
])
=
∫
d8z
(
c′a
[
δab − ξ
M2ab
∂2
]
cb − c′a
[
δab − ξ
M2ba
∂2
]
cb
)
(2.14)
leading to the propagators
〈0|T {ca(z1)c
′b(z2)}|0〉 = i
(
∂21
∂21 − ξM
2
)ab
P2δ12 (2.15)
〈0|T {ca(z1)c
′b(z2)}|0〉 = −i
(
∂21
∂21 − ξM
2
)ba
P1δ12. (2.16)
Here M2abin,jm = 2g
2(qjT
b)m(T
aqi)n and the vector and ghost superfield mass matrix is M
2ab =
∑
M2abin,in
while the quark superfield mass matrix is M2in,jm =
∑
M2aain,jm. As pointed out before all non-local terms
involving exactly two superfields modify the free propagators by generating mass terms. This occurs
since the projection operators {PT , P1, P2} of the free propagators absorb the extra
1
∂2 factor of these
non-local terms to produce the corresponding mass terms. Therefore the only non-local terms left are in
the interacting actions and involve one quark and two ghost superfields
S intV =
1
64g2C2(A)
Tr
[∫
d8z
(
D¯2DαV [V,DαV ]−
1
4
[V,DαV ]D¯2[V,DαV ] (2.17)
−
1
3
D¯2DαV [V, [V,DαV ]] + · · ·
)
+ h.c.
]
+
∫
d8z qi
[
V 3
3!
+
V 4
4!
+ · · ·
]
qi
S intΦ =
∫
d8z
(
qi
[
V 2
2
+ · · ·
]
Φi +Φi
[
V 2
2
+ · · ·
]
qi +Φi
[
V +
V 2
2
+ · · ·
]
Φi
)
(2.18)
S intg =
1
C2(A)
Tr
∫
d8z
(
1
2
(c′ + c′)[V, c− c] +
1
12
(c′ + c′)[V, [V, c− c]] · · ·
)
(2.19)
−2g2ξ
∫
d8z
[
Φic
(
1
∂2
c′
)
qi + qi
(
1
∂2
c′
)
cΦi
]
.
Notice that, apart from non-locality issues, the Higgs mechanism in SUSY theories is similar to the Higgs
mechanism in non-SUSY theories. It leads to gauge-dependent mass terms for quark and ghost superfields
and to quark superfield/ghost superfield/ghost superfield interactions as in non-SUSY theories. In addition
notice that all non-local terms disappear in superLorentz gauge (ξ = 0). Consequently one can undertake
all computations in this specific gauge without worrying about non-locality. The next section is devoted
to show that the non-local vertices are well-behaved in the effective action at one-loop in any gauge. The
propagators and vertices in the GRS formalism [9] are given in appendix C.
3 Non-local terms in the effective action at one-loop
The goal here is to compute one-loop contributions to the effective action coming from non-local terms
in general gauge. The interest lies in terms that could spoil the locality of the theory at one-loop. By
inspection the only possible divergent diagrams involving non-local vertices can be grouped according to
their external superfields (here the zero superpotential decreases greatly the number of diagrams).
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Figure 1: Diagrams renormalizing the superpotential.
The first group shown in figure 1 corresponds to diagrams renormalizing the superpotential. They
are all exactly zero by the chirality properties of the external superfields, as anticipated from the non-
renormalization theorem of SUSY theories. For example, in the case of external chiral quark superfields
Φ(z), after integrating by parts all covariant derivatives on one δ-function and on quark chiral superfields,
one ends up with integrals of chiral superfields with projection operators over full superspace. These
simplify (PTΦ(z) = 0, P1Φ(z) = 0 and P2Φ(z) = Φ(z)) and give integrals of naked chiral superfields over
full superspace, which are identically zero. The same is true of anti-chiral quark superfields Φ(z) with P2
replaced by P1. Consequently no superpotential is generated, as expected in perturbation theory of SUSY
theories and the non-local vertices do not affect the theory at this level.
Figure 2: Diagrams renormalizing the interactions between one quark superfield and any number of vector
superfields.
The second group of diagrams of figure 2 renormalizes the interactions between one quark superfield
and any number of vector superfields. The number of external vector superfields is arbitrary since vector
superfields have mass dimension zero in SUSY. By gauge invariance all the diagrams in this group lead
to the same infinite contributions. For example, the first diagram of figure 2 with external chiral quark
superfield Φ gives
2×
i2
2
∫
d8z1d
8z2
〈
1
2C2(A)
Trc′(z1)[V (z1), c(z1)](−2g
2ξ)qi
(
1
∂22
c′(z2)
)
c(z2)Φi(z2)
〉
= −ig2ξfabc(qiT
dT e)n
∫
d4p
(2π)4
d4k
(2π)4
d4θ V a(−p, θ)
(
1
(p+ k)2 + ξM2
)cd(
1
k2 + ξM2
)eb
Φin(p, θ)
= −ig2ξfabc(qiT
cT b)n
∫
d4p
(2π)4
d4k
(2π)4
d4θ V a(−p, θ)
1
k2(p+ k)2
Φin(p, θ) + finite. (3.1)
With respect to non-SUSY theories, this diagram is equivalent to its non-SUSY analog since∫
d4θ V (θ)Φ(θ) ⊃
∫
d4θ (−θσµθ¯Aµ)(iθσ
ν θ¯∂νφ). (3.2)
It also fulfills the same goal, i.e. it cancels gauge-dependent terms in figure 3. Moreover it is only
logarithmically divergent as expected in SUSY theories. This divergence has the same form as the field
strength renormalization divergence thus it should be taken care off by the same counterterm. Therefore
the theory seems unaffected by non-locality issues for this group of diagrams.
The third group (see figure 4) consists of diagrams with two or three external quark superfields (chiral
or anti-chiral) and any number of vector superfields. A simple computation shows that these diagrams are
4
Figure 3: Other relevant diagrams which renormalize the interactions between one quark superfield and
one vector superfield.
Figure 4: Diagrams renormalizing the interactions between two or more quark superfields and any number
of vector superfields.
all finite and thus do not spoil the theory. Indeed, since quark superfields and quark vacuum expectation
values have mass dimension one, these diagrams have to be finite by dimensional analysis.
The fourth and last group of diagrams of figure 5 is defined by unphysical processes where ghost super-
fields appear on external legs. These diagrams are the most dangerous since the non-locality may lie on the
external legs. However, diagrams with non-local factors on external legs become local since the non-local
factors disappear in the integration process. Indeed, integration by parts pushes the appropriate covariant
derivatives on the external ghost superfields with a 1∂2 factor which gives rise to the appropriate projection
operators. By the chirality properties of the ghost superfields, the non-local factor then disappears. For
example, the second diagram of 5 with external chiral ghost superfields c and c′ contains
∫
d8z1d
8z2d
8z3
(
∂22
∂22 − ξM
2
)
in,jm
P2δ
8
12
(
∂21
∂21 − ξM
2
)ab
P1δ
8
13
×
(
∂22
∂22 − ξM
2
)cd
P1δ
8
23
1
∂21
c′e(z1)c
f (z2)V
g(z3)
=
∫
d8z1d
8z2d
8z3
(
∂22
∂22 − ξM
2
)
in,jm
P2δ
8
12
(
1
∂21 − ξM
2
)ab
δ813
×
(
∂22
∂22 − ξM
2
)cd
P1δ
8
23
D¯21D
2
1
16∂21
c′e(z1)c
f (z2)V
g(z3)
(3.3)
where P1 is naturally integrated by parts on the ghost superfield c
′e(z1) leading to P2c
′e(z1) = c
′e(z1).
Moreover, by dimensional analysis these diagrams are all finite.
From this analysis the theory thus seems well-defined at one-loop in any gauge. Moreover, by similar
considerations one expects the theory to be well-defined at any order in perturbation theory. In fact, in
physical processes ghosts never occur as external fields and thus have to be contracted. This helps the
analysis since ghost propagators carry an extra ∂2 factor in their numerator which cancels the non-local 1∂2
contributions of the vertices. These diagrams should then have a clear meaning. For unphysical processes
with external ghost superfields the 1∂2 factor of non-local vertices is taken care of by covariant derivatives
and the chiral properties of the ghost superfields. In the end non-local effects only seem to generate less
divergent quantum corrections and as a result additional counterterms are not required. These reasons
5
Figure 5: Diagrams involving external ghost superfields.
suggest that spontaneously broken SU(Nc) superQCD with matter is well-defined in general gauge in
perturbation theory.
4 Conclusion
Supersymmetric Rξ-gauge for super Yang-Mills theory with spontaneously broken gauge group leads to
subtleties which deserve investigation. The chiral choice of the gauge-fixing term introduces non-local
terms which could spoil the locality of the theory. It is shown here that these terms do not threaten
the consistency of the theory at one-loop. In fact, it parallels quite closely the non-SUSY case. Indeed,
non-zero quark vacuum expectation values lead to vector mass terms by the Higgs mechanism and part
of the newly introduced non-local terms give rise to gauge-dependent mass terms for quark and ghost
superfields. Moreover the remaining non-local vertices result in analogous non-SUSY quantum corrections.
The non-renormalization theorem forces some of the corrections related to non-locality to be exactly zero
while the non-zero diagrams left over are at worst logarithmically divergent and cancel gauge-dependent
terms in well-behaved diagrams. No additional counterterms seems to be required. Adding a non-zero
superpotential brings more free propagators but the general idea stays the same. Simplified computations
can be performed in the superLorentz gauge where all problematic non-local terms disappear and the
theory gives expected results for the β-function of the gauge coupling. Unfortunately the computation is
long and tedious and won’t be reported here. Other choices of gauge groups do not seem to complicate
the problem further.
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A Notation
The notation conventions used throughout the paper (see [1]) are reported here. The group generators
T a in the representation R are chosen hermitian and satisfy the following identities
[T a, T b] = ifabcT c (A.1)
Tr(T aT b) = T (R)δab (A.2)
(T aT a)nm = C2(R)δnm (A.3)
facdf bcd = C2(A)δ
ab (A.4)
T (A) = C2(A). (A.5)
(A.6)
6
fabc are the structure constants and T (R), C2(R) are the Casimir coefficients of the representation R. In
superspace the compact notation is δ12 = δ
8(z1 − z2) = δ
4(x1 − x2)δ
4(θ1 − θ2) = δ
x
12δ
θ
12. Several useful
identities for integrals over superspace are (some make sense only in integrals)
Dα1 δ12 = −D
α
2 δ12 (A.7)
D21δ12 = D
2
2δ12 (A.8)
δθ12D¯
2
1D
2
1δ12 = δ
θ
12D¯
2
2D
2
2δ12 = 16δ12 (A.9)
δθ12D
2
1D¯
2
1δ12 = δ
θ
12D
2
2D¯
2
2δ12 = 16δ12 (A.10)
δθ12D
α
1 D¯
2
1D1αδ12 = δ
θ
12D
α
2 D¯
2
2D2αδ12 = 16δ12 (A.11)
D2D¯2D2 = 16∂2D2 (A.12)
D¯2D2D¯2 = 16∂2D¯2 (A.13)
{Dα, D¯α˙} = −2iσ
µ
αα˙∂µ (A.14)
σ
µ
αα˙σ¯
α˙α
ν = −2g
µν (A.15)
[Dα, D¯
2] = −4iσµαα˙∂µD¯
α˙ (A.16)
[D¯α˙, D
2] = 4iσµαα˙∂µD
α (A.17)
DαDβ =
1
2
ǫαβD
2 (A.18)
D¯α˙D¯β˙ = −
1
2
ǫα˙β˙D¯
2. (A.19)
From the δθ12-function reduction formulae (A.5-7), one can focus only on integrals with naked δ-functions
and one δ-function with four covariant derivatives. One also introduces the projection operators Pi =
{P1, P2, PT },
P1 =
D2D¯2
16∂2
P2 =
D¯2D2
16∂2
P0 = P1 + P2 (A.20)
and
PT = −
DαD¯2Dα
8∂2
= −
D¯α˙D
2D¯α˙
8∂2
. (A.21)
As their name implies they obey the following relations∑
i={1,2,T}
Pi = 1 PiPj = δijPj . (A.22)
Moreover chiral superfields Φ(z) obey
PTΦ(z) = 0 P1Φ(z) = 0 P2Φ(z) = Φ(z). (A.23)
Two additional operators given by
P+ =
D2
4(∂2)
1
2
P− =
D¯2
4(∂2)
1
2
(A.24)
are helpful in inverting matrix with covariant derivatives (see [1]). Those are useful when one has a non-
zero superpotential which mixes chiral quark superfields together. Finally Fourier transforms are defined
as
A(x, θ) =
∫
d4k
(2π)4
A(k, θ)e−ik·x (A.25)
and integrals over half superspace are converted into integrals over full superspace with the help of∫
d4xd2θ
(
−
1
4
D¯2
)
F =
∫
d4xd2θd2θ¯ F. (A.26)
This is possible since derivatives in superspace are the same than integrals.
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B Ghost action
The ghost action is found by usual techniques. Using integral representations of δ-functions the functional
determinant can be written as
∆(V ) =
∫
DΛDΛ δ[F (V Λ,Λ)− f ]δ[F (V Λ,Λ)− f ]
=
∫
DΛDΛDΛ′DΛ
′
exp
(∫
d8z
[
Λ′a
(
δF
δΛ
Λ +
δF
δΛ
Λ
)a
+ Λ
′a
(
δF
δΛ
Λ +
δF
δΛ
Λ
)a])
(B.1)
where Λ′ and Λ
′
are general superfields∗ and the derivatives are to first order in the gauge parameters.
From the field transformation properties
Qi → Q
′
i = e
−iΛQi
eV → eV
′
= e−iΛeV eiΛ (B.2)
the variations and appropriate derivatives are easily found (here LXY = [X,Y ])
∆(V ) =
∫
DΛDΛDΛ′DΛ
′
exp
(
i
∫
d8z
[
Λ′aD¯2(LV/2[(Λ + Λ) + coth(LV/2)(Λ − Λ)])
a
+Λ
′a
D2(LV/2[(Λ + Λ) + coth(LV/2)(Λ− Λ)])
a (B.3)
+Λ′aD¯2
2g2ξ
∂2
(qi +Φi)ΛT
aqi − Λ
′a
D2
2g2ξ
∂2
qiT
aΛ(qi +Φi)
])
.
To invert it, one uses anti-commuting superfields ba, b
a
, ca and ca instead of commuting superfields Λ′a,
Λ
′a
, Λa and Λ
a
respectively, which gives
∆−1(V ) =
∫
DcDcDbDb exp
(
i
∫
d8z
[
baD¯2(LV/2[(c+ c) + coth(LV/2)(c− c)])
a
+b
a
D2(LV/2[(c+ c) + coth(LV/2)(c− c)])
a
+baD¯2
2g2ξ
∂2
(qi +Φi)cT
aqi − b
a
D2
2g2ξ
∂2
qiT
ac(qi +Φi)
])
(B.4)
=
∫
DcDcDc′Dc′ eiSFP .
Here integration by parts was used to write the general anti-commuting superfields b and b as chiral and
anti-chiral anti-commuting superfields c′ = D¯2b and c′ = D2b. The ability to write the ghost action only
in terms of chiral and anti-chiral ghost superfields was expected since the gauge-fixing term is chiral. The
ghost action is
SFP =
∫
d8z
(
1
C2(A)
Tr
[
(c′ + c′)(LV/2[(c+ c) + coth(LV/2)(c− c)])
]
−2g2ξ
[(
1
∂2
[
(qi +Φi)c
])
c′qi + qic
′
(
1
∂2
[c(qi +Φi)]
)])
(B.5)
where the generators in the first term are chosen to be in the adjoint representation A of the gauge group.
Notice again the presence of non-local terms 1∂2 in SFP, as for SGF.
C Propagators and vertices in GRS formalism
This appendix lists the free propagators and vertices in the GRS formalism [9]. The propagators are
〈0|T {V a(z1)V
b(z2)}|0〉GRS = −2ig
2
[(
1
∂21 −M
2
)ab
PT + ξ
(
1
∂21 − ξM
2
)ab
P0
]
δ12 (C.1)
∗Unlike the gauge parameters Λ and Λ which are chiral and anti-chiral superfields respectively.
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〈0|T {Φin(z1)Φjm(z2)}|0〉GRS = i
[
δijδnm + ξM
2ab
in,jm
(
1
∂21 − ξM
2
)ab]
δ12 (C.2)
〈0|T {ca(z1)c
′b(z2)}|0〉GRS = i
(
∂21
∂21 − ξM
2
)ab
δ12 (C.3)
〈0|T {ca(z1)c
′b(z2)}|0〉GRS = −i
(
∂21
∂21 − ξM
2∗
)ab
δ12 (C.4)
with M2∗ab =M2ba. The GRS propagators are easily obtained by removing the P1,2 projectors of chiral
and anti-chiral field propagators, i.e. quark and ghost propagators (the vector superfield free propagator
stays the same). The vertices are obtained in the same way from the interaction action. Vertices involving
vector superfields only are
 =
iδ3S
δV a(z1)δV b(z2)δV c(z3)
∣∣∣∣
0
=
∫
d8z
(
−fa
′b′c′
64g2
[
D¯2Dαδca
′
δ83zDαδ
bb′δ82zδ
ac′δ81z + D¯
2Dαδca
′
δ83zDαδ
ab′δ81zδ
bc′δ82z
+D¯2Dαδba
′
δ82zDαδ
cb′δ83zδ
ac′δ81z + D¯
2Dαδaa
′
δ81zDαδ
cb′δ83zδ
bc′δ82z
+D¯2Dαδba
′
δ82zDαδ
ab′δ81zδ
cc′δ83z + D¯
2Dαδaa
′
δ81zDαδ
bb′δ82zδ
cc′δ83z + h.c.
]
+
i(qiT
a′T b
′
T c
′
qi)
6
[
δca
′
δ83zδ
bb′δ82zδ
ac′δ81z + δ
ca′δ83zδ
ab′δ81zδ
bc′δ82z
+δba
′
δ82zδ
cb′δ83zδ
ac′δ81z + δ
aa′δ81zδ
cb′δ83zδ
bc′δ82z
+δba
′
δ82zδ
ab′δ81zδ
cc′δ83z + δ
aa′δ81zδ
bb′δ82zδ
cc′δ83z
])
=
∫
d8z
(
−fa
′b′c′
64g2
[
D¯2Dαδaa
′
δ81zDαδ
bb′δ82zδ
cc′δ83z + permutations + h.c.
]
+
i(qiT
a′T b
′
T c
′
qi)
6
[
δaa
′
δ81zδ
bb′δ82zδ
cc′δ83z + permutations
])
(C.5)
 =
∫
d8z
(
ifa
′b′e′f c
′d′e′
64g2
[(
1
4
δaa
′
δ81zD
αδbb
′
δ82zD¯
2[δcc
′
δ83zDαδ
dd′δ84z ]
+
1
3
D¯2Dαδaa
′
δ81zδ
bb′δ82zδ
cc′δ83zDαδ
dd′δ84z
)
+ permutations + h.c.
]
(C.6)
+
i(qiT
a′T b
′
T c
′
T d
′
qi)
24
[
δaa
′
δ81zδ
bb′δ82zδ
cc′δ83zδ
dd′δ84z + permutations
])
.
Vertices involving vector superfields and quark superfields are
 =
∫
d8z
i(qi{T
a, T b})n
2
δ81zδ
8
2zδ
8
3z (C.7)
 =
∫
d8z
i({T a, T b}qi)n
2
δ81zδ
8
2zδ
8
3z (C.8)
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with
 =
∫
d8z iδijT
a
nmδ
8
1zδ
8
2zδ
8
3z (C.9)
 =
∫
d8z iδij{T
a, T b}nmδ
8
1zδ
8
2zδ
8
3zδ
8
4z. (C.10)
Vertices with vector superfields and ghost superfields consist of
 =
∫
d8z
−fabc
2
δ81zδ
8
2zδ
8
3z (C.11)
 =
∫
d8z
±fabef cde
12
δ81zδ
8
2zδ
8
3zδ
8
4z (C.12)
where the sign is related to equation (2.19). Finally vertices involving chiral superfields and ghost
superfields are
 =
∫
d8z (−2i)g2ξ(qiT
aT b)n
(
1
∂2
δ81z
)
δ82zδ
8
3z (C.13)
 =
∫
d8z (−2i)g2ξ(T aT bqi)nδ
8
1zδ
8
2z
(
1
∂2
δ83z
)
. (C.14)
These last two vertices are the only non-local vertices in general gauge. All higher-order vertices (in g
after the rescaling V → 2gV ) can easily be found from the interacting action. In the GRS formalism,
covariant derivatives are removed from the free propagators and therefore the vertices are easier to handle.
For example, vector superfield/ghost superfield/ghost superfield vertices in the GRS formalism are all the
same [9] as shown in equation (C.11). One must not forget to re-introduce appropriate covariant derivatives
before computing diagrams.
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